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Abstract
The post-post-Newtonian (2PN) accurate mass quadrupole moment, for com-
pact binaries of arbitrary mass ratio, moving in general orbits is obtained
by the multi-polar post Minkowskian approach of Blanchet, Damour, and
Iyer (BDI). Using this, for binaries in general orbits, the 2PN contributions
to the gravitational waveform, and the associated far-zone energy and angu-
lar momentum fluxes are computed. For quasi-elliptic orbits, the energy and
angular momentum fluxes are averaged over an orbital period, and employed
to determine the 2PN corrections to the rate of decay of the orbital elements.




Inspiralling compact binaries are one of the most promising sources of gravitational ra-
diation for kilometer size laser interferometric gravitational wave detectors like LIGO [1]
and VIRGO [2]. The method of matched ltering will be employed to detect and extract
information of binaries from the inspiral waveforms [3,4]. In this technique one cross cor-
relates the noisy output of a detector with theoretical templates. For this technique to
be successful, the templates must remain in phase with the exact { general relativistic {
waveform as long as possible. If the signal and template lose phase with each other even
by a cycle in the ten thousand as the waves sweep through the bandwidth of the detector
their cross-correlation will be signicantly reduced and one may lose the event altogether.
Detailed works on data analysis aspects [5{8] bears out this inference and one is forced to a
description of the evolution of the binary system, using the best available theory of gravity
to substantially higher accuracy than that provided by the lowest order Newtonian approxi-
mation. The construction of accurate theoretical templates for inspiralling compact binaries
involves the solution to two dierent but related aspects referred to respectively as the \wave
generation problem" and the \radiation reaction problem". In the generation problem one
computes the gravitational waveforms and the associated energy and angular momentum
fluxes emitted by the binary for a xed, specied orbital motion ignoring the back reaction
of the radiation emission on the orbit. In the radiation reaction problem on the other hand,
one computes the eect of the emitted radiation on the orbital phase evolution and this is
of crucial importance as explained earlier.
Einstein’s [9] far eld quadrupole equation is the solution to the generation problem to
the lowest order but applies only to objects held together by non-gravitational forces. Fock
[10] and Landau-Lifshiftz [11] provided two very dierent methods to generalize the above
results to weakly self-gravitating systems and the two approaches are the starting points
for the two methods available today to calculate gravitational wave generation to higher
orders: the Blanchet Damour Iyer(BDI) [12] approach and the Epstein Wagoner Thorne
Will Wiseman(EWTWW) [13] approach.
The BDI approach builds on a Fock type derivation using the double-expansion method
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of Bonnor [14]. This approach makes a clean separation of the near-zone and the wave-
zone eects. It is mathematically well-dened, algorithmic and provides corrections to the
quadrupolar formalism in the form of compact support integrals or more generally well-
dened analytically continued integrals. The scheme has a modular structure : the nal
results are obtained by combining an ‘external zone module’ with a ‘near zone module’
and a ‘radiative zone module’. For dealing with strongly self-gravitating material sources
like neutron stars or black holes one needs to use a ‘compact body module’ supplemented
by an ‘equation of motion module’ to describe their ‘conservative’ orbital motion. Using
this approach the generation of gravitational waves from inspiralling compact binaries of
arbitrary mass ratio moving in a quasi circular orbit has been computed to 2PN accuracy
[15,16] and more recently to 2.5PN accuracy [17]. In this paper, in the rst instance, using
the BDI approach, we extend the above 2PN treatment to inspiralling compact binaries
moving in a general orbit and compute the 2PN contributions to the waveform and the
energy flux. Unlike for circular orbits, the angular momentum flux from general orbits
provides additional, independent information and we also compute the same.
The Epstein-Wagoner-Thorne-Will-Wiseman approach on the other hand, builds on a
Landau-Lifshiftz type treatment to derive post- Newtonian corrections to the lowest order
quadrupole formula. The combined use of an eective stress energy tensor for the gravita-
tional eld ( with non-compact support ) and of formal post-Newtonian expansions led to
the appearance of divergent integrals. The presense of the divergent integrals and the lack
of a clear separation between the near zone and the wave zone were unsatisfactory features
of this scheme until recently. However, last year, Will and Wiseman [18] have provided a
resolution to this problem by taking literally the statement that the solution is a retarded
integral i.e., an integral over the entire past null cone of the eld point. A careful evaluation
of the far-zone contributions, then shows that all integrations are indeed convergent and
nite and moreover the tail terms are also correctly recovered. Using this treatment, Will
and Wiseman have computed the 2PN accurate waveform and energy flux for general orbits.
We thus have two approaches to the 2PN generation, which can provide a useful check on
the long and tedious algebra.
The most accurate results to date for the generation and the radiation reaction have been
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obtained in the limit where a test body orbits a very massive central body. In this comple-
mentary approach, based on black hole perturbation techniques there exist numerical results
that are exact in (v=c) and analytical results accurate to the 5.5PN order, i.e. corrections
of O[(v=c)11] for a test particle in a circular orbit around a Schwarzschild black hole [19{26],
where v is the orbital velocity of the test particle. For a test particle in a slightly eccentric
orbit, around a spinning black hole expressions for the energy and the angular momentum
fluxes have also been computed to the 2.5PN order [24].
It is well-known that, when gravitational waves from prototype systems like the binary
pulsar 1913+16 enter the bandwidth of the terrestial interferometric detectors, the eccentric-
ity of these binary systems would have been drastically reduced and have become negligible
due to the gravitational radiation reaction. A treatment of such systems is simpler since
the quasi-circular approximation for their orbits is amply adequate and the corresponding
waveforms do not depend on the eccentricity parameter of the orbit. However there exist
scenarios in which the eccentricity is no longer negligible and this would require the more
general treatment provided in this paper and independently by Will and Wiseman [18]. One
such possibility has been discussed by Shapiro and Teukolsky [27] in the context of the for-
mation of supermassive black holes. They consider a cluster of compact objects {neutron
stars and black holes{ residing at the center of a galactic nucleus. Coulomb scattering and
dissipative processes will drive such a cluster to a high density, high redshift state. Once
the central redshift becomes suciently large, relativistic instability sets in, and the core
undergoes catastrophic collapse to form a supermassive black hole. Quinlan and Shapiro
[28] have shown that during the nal year of the evolution of such a cluster, just prior to the
catastrophic collapse, there can be 100− 104 evolving black hole binaries in eccentric orbits
driven by gravitational radiation reaction, with masses in the range 10 − 100M. Ground
based interferometric detectors will be sensitive to the gravitational radiation from these
binaries in eccentric orbits and such eccentric binaries may prove to be another possible
class of gravitational wave sources. More recently, Flanagan and Hughes [29] suggest that
intermediate mass black hole binaries of the kind considered above {with total masses in
the range 50M  M  (a few) 103M{ may well be the rst sources to be detected by
LIGO and VIRGO. The other possibility involves compact objects orbiting 106 to 107M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black holes, that seem fairly common in galactic nuclei. In this case the compact objects
could be scattered into very eccentric orbits orbits via gravitational deflections by other
stars. However, by the time gravitational radiation reaction becomes the dominant orbital
driving force, there is not enough inspiral remaining to fully circularise these orbits. Hils and
Bender [30] have argued that the event rates for the above process are very encouraging and
the chances of such signals being observed by Laser Interferometric Space Antenna, LISA
[31] appear very good.
The expressions for the far-zone energy and angular momentum fluxes nd application
in another related but distinct problem; the evolution of the orbital elements of systems
like the binary pulsar 1913+16; most importantly the orbital period, and to a lesser extent
the eccentricity and semi-major axis. This application, in addition to the generation results
discussed earlier, requires a convenient representation of the post-Newtonian motion of two
point masses in elliptical orbits. To 1PN accuracy, such a quasi-Keplerian representation
has been provided by Damour and Deruelle [32], while to the 2PN order a generalised quasi-
Keplerian representation has been implemented by Damour, Scha¨fer, and Wex [33{36]. This
representation diers from the Keplerian representation of the Newtonian motion through
the appearance of three eccentricities instead of one, and a constant measuring the secular
advance of the periastron. Starting from the above representation of the orbital elements
in terms of the conserved energy and angular momentum, one computes the time variation
of the orbital elements. One ends up with a result, in terms of the time variation of the
‘conserved’ energy and angular momentum. By a heuristic argument, one replaces these by
the corresponding average far-zone fluxes which may be computed by averaging the far-zone
fluxes over an orbital period, using the quasi-Keplerian orbital representation. The reduction
in the orbital period, accurately inferred from the timing data of the binary pulsars is in
excellent agreement with the rigorous predictions of general relativity [37{41], which in turn
are consistent with the results of the above heuristic approach [42,44,45]. Extending the
above approach, Blanchet and Scha¨fer have obtained the 1PN and the 1.5PN corrections
to _P , the rate of decay of the orbital period P [46,47]. They have shown that for PSR
1913+16, the relative 1PN and 1.5PN corrections are numerically equal to +2:15  10−5
and +1:6510−7 respectively. These are unfortunately far below the present accuracy in the
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measurements of _P for 1913+16. Junker and Scha¨fer [48] computed the 1PN contributions
to the gravitational waveforms, the associated angular and linear momentum fluxes and used
it to compute the evolution of the orbital elements in the quasi-Keplerian representation. In
the other part of the paper, we extend the above computations to obtain the 2PN corrections
to the evolution of orbital elements, taking due care of a new complication at this order that
the far-zone fluxes are computed in the harmonic or De Donder coordinates, while the orbital
representation is available in the Arnowit, Deser and Misner (ADM)coordinates.
Briefly, in this paper we obtain the terms O(2) in the expressions below, where  
v2=c2  Gm=c2 r; m; r; v, being the total mass, the distance between the bodies and the
relative velocity of the two bodies, respectively,
Iij = (Iij)N
n

















































































1 +O() +O(1:5) +O(2) + :::
o
; (1.1i)
and where Iij is the mass quadrupole moment for a system of two compact objects moving
in general orbits while hTTkm is the transverse-traceless(TT) part of the radiation-eld, repre-
senting the deviation of the metric from the flat spacetime. In the above, dE/dt , dJ /dt are
the far-zone energy and angular momentum fluxes, < dE=dt > and < dJ =dt > represent the
averages of the far-zone fluxes over an orbital period, while < dar=dt >, < der=dt > along
with dP=dt give the gravitational radiation driven rate of decay of the orbital elements of
the binary in the generalized quasi- Keplerian parameterization. Note that the sux ‘N’
denotes Newtonian contribution in all the above equations. For example (hTTkm)N denotes the
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Newtonian contribution to the waveform given by f2G=(c4R)gPijkm I
(2)
ij . See Eq. (5.1) for
our notation.
The plan of the paper is as follows: In section II, using the BDI approach, we compute
the 2PN accurate mass quadrupole moment for two masses moving on general orbits. We
also obtain and list the mass and the current moments to the required accuracy, needed to
compute the 2PN accurate waveform. In section III we calculate the 2PN contributions to
the far-zone energy and angular momentum fluxes and discuss the limiting forms of these
expressions. In section IV, for the quasi-elliptic case, we average the above expressions over
an orbital period to obtain the 2PN corrections to < dE=dt >, < dJ =dt > and the rate of
decay of the orbital elements. Section V computes the 2PN contribution to gravitational
waveform for general orbits. Section VI contains the summary and a few concluding remarks.
In Appendix A we list identities, that are used in the computations, especially, of the
waveform. Finally, in appendix B, we sketch the steps involved in verifying the equivalence
of our waveform obtained using the STF multipoles of the radiative eld and the Will-
Wiseman one obtained using the Epstein Wagoner multipoles.
II. MASS AND CURRENT MOMENTS OF COMPACT BINARIES ON
GENERAL ORBITS FOR 2PN GENERATION
A. 2PN mass quadrupole moment
The starting point for the computation of the 2PN accurate mass moment is the form of









































































The symbol FPB=0 in the above stands for \Finite Part at B = 0" and denotes a mathe-
matically well-dened operation of analytic continuation. For more details see [16].
As emphasized in [16] though the above expression is mathematically well dened, it is a
non-trivial and long calculation to rewrite it explicitly in terms of the source variables only.
This is achieved by representing the stress energy tensor of the source as a sum of Dirac
-functions.













(x− yA(t)) ; (2.2)
where mA denotes the (constant) Schwarzschild mass of the Ath compact body. Evaluating
























A(x− yA(t)) ; (2.3c)
































In the above V denotes the combination




the potential appearing naturally in the 1PN near-zone metric in harmonic coordinates. The
subscript A appearing in Eq. (2.4a) indicates that one must replace the eld point x by the
position yA of the Ath mass point, while discarding all the ill-dened (formally innite)


































2)jyA − yBj : (2.6d)
[Note that the second time derivative appearing in V , Eq. (2.5), must be explicated before
making the replacement x! yA(t).]
The terms in Eq.(2.1) fall into 3 types: compact terms, Y terms and W terms. The
compact terms, where the 3-dimensional integral extends only over the compact support of
the material sources; the Y terms involving three dimensional integral of the product of two
Newtonian like potentials; and the W term involving three dimensional integrals of terms
trilinear in source variables. The evaluation of these dierent terms proceeds exactly as in
the circular case. In fact if the time derivatives are not explicitly implemented the expression
in the general case and the circular case would be identical. The dierence obtains when the
time derivatives are implemented using the equation of motion. In this section we need to
use the general form of the Damour-Deruelle equations of motion rather than the restricted
form of the circular orbit equations of motion relevant in [16].


















































































in which we have introduced for convenience ~A  A(1 + v2A=c
2): In the above form the
moment depends not only on the position and velocity of the bodies but on higher time
derivatives. It is in the reduction of these derivatives that we need the 2PN accurate equation
of motion for general orbits. We use a harmonic coordinate system in which the 2PN center
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of mass is at rest at the origin. Using the 2PN accurate center of mass theorem, in the
center of mass frame, we can express the individual positions of the two bodies moving in





































where r = jy1−y2j is the harmonic separation between the 2 bodies. The explicit values
of 1 and 2 are not needed in our calculations and hence not given above. The above
equations are obtained by setting equal to zero the conserved mass dipole G for general
orbits. Here we denote















The 2PN accurate equations of motion is written down next for completeness, where
nite-size eects, such as spin-orbit, spin-spin, or tidal interactions are ignored. [49{51]. For
the relative motion we have






where the subscripts denote the nature of the term, Newtonian (N), post-Newtonian (PN),
post-post-Newtonian (2PN), and the superscripts denote the order in . The explicit ex-
























































(15 + 4)v2 − (4 + 41 + 82)
Gm
r






where n = x=r and _r = dr=dt.
We have on hand all the ingredients to compute Ic. Though long and tedious the com-
putation is straightforward and yields for the 2PN mass quadrupole:
I
[C]










































(68 + 434 − 20902)









(101 + 287 − 16552)





































































































r12 = jy1 − y2j (2.15c)
















(18− 54 − 32)

−r2vij(118− 92 + 102)
+r _rxivj(82− 362 + 162)
o
(2.16)
The evaluation of the I [W ] term, the new feature at 2PN level, was discussed in detail in
[16]. The W term has been evaluated there for general orbits and we need to use the same













Adding up the compact i.e., C, Y and W contributions given by Eqs.(2.12), (2.16) and
(2.17), we nally obtain the expression for the 2PN accurate mass quadrupole for a system
of two bodies moving in general orbits. The nal result is written below as a combination
of the three possible combinations xij ; xivj; vij with coecients which include corrections
beyond the Newtonian order at 1PN and 2PN orders:





















































































The above expression is identical to the one obtained by Will and Wiseman in the appendix E
of [18] using the new improved version of the Epstein-Wagoner formalism. In their treatment
the Epstein-Wagoner multipoles appear more naturally, using which they compute the STF
mass quadrupole moment. Since the approach employed here and in [18] follow algebraically
dierent routes, the above match provides a valuable check on the long and complicated
algebra involved in the determination of the crucial mass quadrupole moment for 2PN
generation.
B. The other relevant mass and current moments
In this section we list the higher order mass and current multipole moments, required to
compute the 2PN contributions to the gravitational waveform and the associated far-zone
energy and angular momentum fluxes. They are straightforwardly obtained by explicating




































(103− 735 + 13952)v2






























































(41− 385 + 9252)v2





































The mass and the current moments listed above, agree with Eqs. (E3) of [18]. For the case
of circular orbits, the above mass and current moments reduce to Eqs. (4.4) of [16].
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III. THE FAR-ZONE FLUXES
A. The Energy flux
As discussed in [16] the end result of the 2PN accurate generation formalism is an
expression relating the radiative mass and current multipole moments UL and VL respectively
to the source mass and current multipole moments IL and JL respectively, obtained in the

































































ij (TR − ) +O("
4) ; (3.1c)









for the other ones. The integrals in the above expressions, associated with the gravitational
wave tails, contain in addition to the total mass-energy of the source m, a quantity b which
is an arbitrary constant with dimensions of time parametrizing a freedom associated in the
construction of the far-zone radiative coordinate system.
In terms of the STF radiative moments of the gravitational eld the far-zone energy flux
























































The 2PN-accurate energy loss given by Eq. (3.3) splits naturally into an \instantaneous"
contribution and a \tail" one. In this paper, we deal only with the instantaneous contribu-

























































L denotes the n
th time derivative of STF multipole moment of rank L. All the
computations from here onwards are performed, using MAPLE [53]. Evaluating the relevant
time derivatives of the multipole moments in Eq. (3.4), using the post-Newtonian equations








































































































Eqs. (3.5) are in exact agreement with the results of Will and Wiseman using the new
improved Epstein-Wagoner approach [18]. Circular and radial infall limits of Eqs. (3.5) are
in agreement with earlier results [54,16,60,18] and discussed further in section III C.
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ij (TR − ) ; (3.6)
where b1  b e−11=12. A detailed discussion of the tail terms and its implications has been
given by Blanchet and Scha¨fer [47], and we do not discuss it any further in this paper.
B. The angular momentum flux
In terms of the STF radiative multipole moments the far-zone angular momentum flux













































As before, rewriting the radiative moments in terms of the source moments, allows us to
























































Computing the required time derivatives of the STF moments, using the post-Newtonian





















































(2665− 12355 + 128942)v6
− 3(2246− 12653 + 156372)v4 _r2




+ 3(3575− 16805 + 156802)v2 _r4








− 28(195− 815 + 4852) _r6
− (22312− 41 398  + 96 95 2) _r4
Gm
r













where ~LN = rv. The 1PN contribution is in agreement with the earlier results of Junker
and Scha¨fer [48]. The 2PN contribution is new and together with the energy flux obtained in
the earlier section forms the starting point for the computation the 2PN radiation reaction
for compact binary systems {4.5PN terms in the equation of motion { [55], using the rened
balance method proposed by Iyer and Will [56,57]. The tail terms, in the angular momentum






















jl (TR − ) : (3.10)
We will not be discussing the tails terms here, as they are extensively studied by Rieth and
Scha¨fer [58].
C. Limits
All the complicated formulae, discussed in the earlier sections take more simpler forms for
quasi-circular orbits. For compact binaries like PSR 1913+16, quasi-circular orbits should
provide a good description close to the inspiral phase, since gravitational radiation reaction
would have reduced the present eccentricity, to vanishingly small values. In this context
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‘quasi’ implies the slow inspiral caused by the radiation reaction. The quasicircular orbit is







= −!22PN x +O(
2:5) : (3.11a)















where γ = Gm=c2 r. Note that Eqs. (3.11) imply as usual, that v  jvj = !2PN r +O(2:5),















Substituting _r = 0 in Eqs. (3.5), and using Eq. (3.13) we obtain the 2PN corrections to the
































Eq. (3.14) is consistent with results of [54,16,18].
The energy and angular momentum fluxes are not independent but related in the case












 ~LN _J ; (3.15b)
where v2 dened in terms of Gm=r, is given by Eq. (3.13) [16].
The other limiting case we compare to corresponds to the case of radial infall of two
compact objects of comparable masses. Equations representing the head-on infall can be
obtained from the expressions for the general orbit by imposing the restrictions, x = zn^,
v = _zn^, r = z and v = _r = _z. We consider two dierent cases, following Simone, Poisson,
and Will [60]. In case (A), the radial infall proceeds from rest at innite initial separation,
which implies that the conserved energy E(z) = E(1) = 0. In case (B), the radial infall
proceeds from rest at nite initial separation z0, which implies
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where γ0 = Gm=z0c
2. Inverting E(z) for _z2 and using Eq. (3.16) we obtain
_z = −c






































where γ = Gm=z c2. Using the radial infall restrictions and Eq. (3.17) in Eqs. (3.5) we


































































where x = γ0=γ. For the case (A), the expressions for _z and dE=dt are obtained by setting
γ0 = 0 in Eqs. (3.17) and ( 3.18). Eq. ( 3.18), along with corresponding one for case (A)
are in agreement with [60].
IV. THE EVOLUTION OF THE ORBITAL ELEMENTS IN THE GENERALIZED
QUASI-KEPLERIAN PARAMETERIZATION OF THE BINARY
In this section, we compute the 2PN corrections to the rate of decay of the orbital
elements of a compact binary, in quasi-elliptical orbit, i.e the eect of the 4.5PN radiation
reaction on a 2PN accurate conservative elliptical motion, extending the earlier computations
[46{48]. The basic ingredients we employ for the calculations are the far-zone energy and
angular momentum fluxes in the harmonic coordinates computed in previous sections and
a 2PN accurate description of the relative motion of the compact binaries available in a
generalized quasi-Keplerian parameterization given in the ADM coordinates [34{36]. Since
the De Donder(harmonic) and the ADM coordinates are dierent at the 2PN order, we
use the coordinate transformations connecting the harmonic and the ADM coordinates [61],
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to rewrite the far-zone fluxes in the ADM coordinates. The far zone fluxes, in the ADM
coordinates are averaged over an orbital period, extending the earlier computations at the
1PN and the 1.5PN order [46{48,58]. The 2PN corrections to the rate of decay of the orbital
elements are computed using heuristic arguments based on the conservation of energy and
angular momentum to the 2PN order. Before proceeding to the actual computations, in the
next two sections, we summarize the generalized quasi-Keplerian description of the binary
orbits in the ADM coordinates and the transformations needed, to relate the kinematical
variables in the harmonic and the ADM coordinates.
A. The second post- Newtonian motion of compact binaries
The generalized quasi-Keplerian description for the general binary orbits to the 2PN or-
der, developed by Damour, Scha¨fer, and Wex [34{36] is best suited for the calculation we pro-
pose to do in the following sections and we summarize it in what follows. Let rA(tA); A(tA)
be the planar relative motion of the two compact objects in usual polar coordinates asso-
ciated with the ADM coordinates. The radial motion rA(tA) is conveniently parameterized
by
rA = ar (1− er cosu) ; (4.1a)






(v − u) ; (4.1b)
where ‘u’ is the ‘eccentric anomaly’ parameterizing the motion and the constants
ar; er; et; n and t0 are some 2PN semi-major axis, radial eccentricity, time eccentricity,
mean motion, and initial instant respectively. The angular motion A(tA) is given by












sin 3v ; (4.2a)












In the above 0; k; e are some constant, periastron precession constant, and angular ec-
centricity respectively. All the parameters n; k; ar; et; er; e; ft; gt; f and g are functions
of the 2PN conserved energy and angular momentum per unit reduced mass: To avoid
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additional notations following [34{36], these are also denoted as E and jJj. Their explicit

































































































































(1 + 2Eh2)3=2 ; (4.3i)











4(16− 88 − 92)E2





where h = jJj=(Gm). Note that n = 2=P , where P is the period of the binary. Using
these parametric equations of the motion, we compute _r2A; v
2
A to the 2PN order in terms of







































The subscript ‘A ’ present in Eqs. (4.4) is a reminder that the expressions refer to the
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These expressions for _r2A and v
2
A are consistent with Eqs. (6) and (7) of [62].
B. The transformation between De-Donder ( harmonic ) and ADM gauges
As pointed out earlier, the far-zone fluxes obtained in previous sections are in the har-
monic coordinates, whereas, the 2PN accurate orbital description given by Eqs. (4.1), (4.2),
and (4.3) are in the ADM coordinates. For the purpose of averaging the far zone fluxes using
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the the 2PN accurate orbital representation, we need to go from the De-Donder(harmonic)
to the ADM gauge, and rewrite the expressions for the far-zone fluxes in the ADM coor-
dinates. These follow straightforwardly from the transformation equations in [61] and we
list below the transformation equations, relating the harmonic(De-Donder) variables to the
corresponding ADM variables:











−18  r _r vg ; (4.6a)
tD = tA −
Gm
c4
 _r ; (4.6b)





































+ 4  _r2

; (4.6d)




5 v2 + 2 (1 + 12)
Gm
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The subscript ‘D’ denotes quantities in the De-Donder ( harmonic ) coordinates. Note
that in all the above equations the dierences between the two gauges are of the 2PN order.
As there is no dierence between the harmonic and the ADM coordinates to 1PN accuracy,
in Eqs. (4.6), for the 2PN terms no sux is used. The 2PN extension of the evolution of the
orbital elements thus requires more technical care than the 1PN case due to the dierences in
the ADM and harmonic coordinates given by Eqs. (4.6). Finally using the above equations
we have veried that the expressions given by Eqs. (2.8), relating the individual locations
of the two bodies to the centre of mass coordinate are consistent with the corresponding
choice in ADM coordinates, given by Eqs. (A5) - (A8) of [36].
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C. 2PN corrections to < dE=dt > and < dJ =dt >
Starting from Eqs.(3.5) and (3.9) for the far-zone fluxes in the harmonic coordinates we
use Eqs. ( 4.6), to obtain dE=dt and dJ =dt in the ADM coordinates. For economy of presen-
tation, we write the results in the following manner, (Flux)A = (Flux)O+ ‘Corrections’,
where (Flux)A represent the far-zone flux in the ADM coordinates. (Flux)O is a short
hand notation for expressions on the r.h.s of Eqs. (3.5) and (3.9), where v2; _r; r are the





f12v2A − 11 _r
2
Ag. The ‘Corrections’ represent the dierences at the 2PN order,
that arise due to the change of the coordinate system, given by Eqs. (4.6). As the two
coordinates are dierent at the 2PN order, the ‘Corrections’ come only from the leading















































(4 + 68 )v2A − (8 + 76)
Gm
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Note that all the variables on the r.h.s of Eqs. (4.7) are in the ADM coordinates. In the
circular limit energy and angular momentum fluxes are again related as in Eqs. (3.15), via
















From this point onwards, in this section, we work exclusively in the ADM gauge and
hence we drop the subscript ‘A’ for the ease of presentation. We now have all the ingredients
needed to calculate the 2PN corrections in < dE=dt > and < dJ =dt >. We explain in detail,
the procedure to compute < dE=dt > and only display the nal expression for < dJ =dt >,
as the procedure is the same in both the cases. Starting from Eqs. (4.7), (3.5), and (3.9)
which give the far zone fluxes as functions of v2 ; _r2 ; and Gm=r, we use the 2PN accurate
orbital representation, to rewrite dE=dt as a polynomial in (1− er cos u)−1. This polynomial
































































(−E)5N(E; h) ; (4.11)
















































































































































































2501− 202 34 + 84042

E5h6 : (4.12g)
To the 1PN order Eqs. (4.12) agree with Eqs. (4.15) of [46]. The far-zone energy flux
(dE=dt) is a periodic function of time with period P = 2=n. Averaging (dE=dt), given by















































where PN is Legendre polynomial. Using Eq. ( 4.14) in Eq. (4.13), we obtain < dE=dt > in


























































(480− 192) + (500− 200)e2r − (2255− 902)e
4
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Following exactly a similar procedure, we obtain the 2PN correction to < dJ =dt >. The





























































































To the 1PN order, Eqs. (4.15) and (4.16) agree with [46,48] as required. For the special
case of circular orbits, er = 0 and we observe that, < dE=dt >= ! < dJ =dt > to the 2PN











(9 + )E +
1
32 c4
(2811− 1170 + 112)E2

(4.17)
It is not very dicult to trace the origin of the two types of terms in Eqs. (4.15) and
(4.16) at the 2PN order. It is related to the fact that ‘Corrections’ in Eqs. (4.7), arising
from the transformation equations connecting the harmonic and the ADM coordinates have
a dierent functional form than the 2PN contributions to the corresponding far-zone fluxes
in the harmonic coordinates. For example, in the far-zone energy flux, ‘Corrections’ contain
a common factor (G4m3=r5), unlike the 2PN contributions in harmonic coordinates which
have only (G3m2=r4) as the common factor (c.f Eqs. (3.5) and (4.7)). These dierent
functional forms, after the averaging procedure give rise to the two dierent types of terms
in Eqs. (4.15) and (4.16).
We display below < dE=dt > and < dJ =dt > in terms of Gm=ar and er, which can
easily be obtained from Eqs. (4.15) and (4.16), using E written in terms of Gm=ar and er
to the 2PN order. The required equation for E is obtained from Eqs.(4.3) for ar and er by
inverting them for E and h2 respectively order by order. Eliminating h2 from the expression

















































(468 32 + 672 0) + (198 664 + 376 32)e2r










(224 053 12 + 122 492 16)
+(912 416 00 + 973 409 76 + 290 3042)e2r
−(977 677 44− 731 619 00− 239 500 82)e4r
−(757 105 2 + 606 592 8 − 280 627 22)e6r





































(193 84 + 470 4) + (176 80 + 147 28)e2r







(381 349 6 + 314 114 4 + 725 762)
−(346 264 8− 137 197 26− 815 7242)e2r
−(112 754 91− 786 483 − 139 784 42)e4r







2 (5− 2) (8 + 7e2r)

: (4.20)
We observe that in the test particle limit (  ! 0) and for small radial eccentricities,






































































Such expressions for average energy and angular momentum fluxes for a test particle moving
in a slightly eccentric orbit around a Schwarzschild black hole have been obtained by Tagoshi
[24], using the black hole perturbation methods: Eqs. (4.9) and (4.12) of [24] (with q = 0).














































































where v and e refer to the radial velocity and the eccentricity in Schwarzschild coordinates.
Eqs. (4.21) and (4.22) are consistent, if the ADM variables ar and er are related to the








































As stressed by Tagoshi, the fluxes reveal the more familiar coecients in terms of a param-
eter v0, related to the angular frequency in the  coordinates rather than v, which is adapted

















In terms of v0 the far-zone fluxes for a test particle in Schwarzschild geometry, Eqs.( 4.22)










































































In this form at the Newtonian order, one recovers the results of Peters and Mathews [42].
The quantities ar and er in the ADM coordinates are related to v


































The above relations may be rewritten, in terms of the conserved energy E using [43]
v2 = −2E




























































which are the generalizations of similar 1PN relations in [48].
D. The evolution of the orbital elements
In this section, we compute the 2PN corrections to the evolution of orbital elements due
to the emission of gravitational radiation. We describe the procedure to compute the rate of
decrease of the orbital period of the binary in some detail and display the nal expressions
for the rate of decay of other elements namely, < dar=dt > and < der=dt >. Employing the
heuristic argument, based on the energy and the angular momentum conservation to the
2PN order, the rate of decrease of the orbital period, _P of the two compact objects moving,























Dierentiating Eq. (4.29) with respect to t and equating dE/dt to (− < dE=dt > =) and


























Note that, in the above equation we need < dJ =dt > to the Newtonian accuracy only.
Using in Eq. (4.30), < dE=dt > given by Eq. (4.15) and the Newtonian part of Eq. (4.16)


























(598 56 + 309 12) + (431 352 + 134 848)e2r












(763 955 2 + 607 737 6 + 483 840 2)
+(263 832 80 + 814 273 20+ 251 596 82)e2r
−(190 546 44− 825 636 06− 170 553 62)e4r
−(145 177 2− 532 202 4 − 935 4242)e6r














Finally inserting the expressions for e2r and Gm=ar in terms of E and h






























































































In the expression above, _P is given as a function of the masses and of the 2PN-conserved
energy and angular momentum. This expression for _P is independent of the coordinate
system used to derive it. Since P is a measurable quantity, one would have liked to express _P
in terms of other directly observable parameters like the orbital period and some convenient
eccentricity as in the 1PN case [46]. However at present, to 2PN accuracy we do not have
any such suitable and convenient choice and therefore we leave the expression for _P in terms
of the 2PN accurate E and h2.
Similarly, using the denition of ar and er in terms of E and h
2 and following the method

























(280 16 + 940 8) + (160 248 + 431 20)e2r +













(137 748 16 + 585 129 6+ 290 3042)
+(428 878 40 + 874 684 80+ 188 395 22)e2r
−(396 797 28− 824 068 08− 221 886 02)e4r
−(449 753 4− 103 086 − 123 832 82)e6r






































(133 640 + 374 08) + (108 984 + 336 84)e2r







(174 096 16 + 170 583 84+ 491 9042)
−(120 536 4− 397 143 72 − 760 7882)e2r
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−(150 068 86− 224 584 2 − 560 9522)e4r






6 (304 + 121e2r) (5− 2)

: (4.34)
To 1PN accuracy we recover the results of [48]. For the special case of circular orbits































Eq. (4.35) is consistent with the expression for _r given in in [55], after taking due account
of the coordinate transformations required to relate the ADM and the harmonic gauges for
the circular orbits.
V. THE 2PN CONTRIBUTION TO THE WAVEFORM
In this section, we compute the instantaneous part of the 2PN accurate gravitational
waveform i.e., the transverse - traceless (TT) part of the 2PN accurate far-zone eld for two





































































where R is the Cartesian observer-source distance andNa’s are the components of N = X=R,
the unit normal in the direction of the vector X, pointing from the source to the observer.
The transverse traceless projection operator projecting orthogonal to X, is given by
Pijkm(N) = (ik −NiNk)(jm −NjNm)−
1
2
(ij −NiNj)(km −NkNm) : (5.2)
Evaluating the appropriate time derivatives of the multipole moments and performing the
relevant contractions with N as required by Eq. (5:1), some details of which are given in








































































































































_rnij − 96 _rvij
−
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(87− 315 + 1452)v2 − (135− 465 + 752) _r2
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(186− 810 + 14502)v2 + (990− 2910 − 9302) _r2


















(117− 480 + 5402)v4 − (630− 2850 + 40502)v2 _r2















(216− 1380 + 43202)v2 + (1260− 3300 − 36002) _r2







(12− 180 + 11602)v2 + (1260− 3840 − 7802) _r2
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(132 + 540 − 5802)v2 + (300− 1140 + 3002) _r2



































































where we have used for simplicity the notation
b1  b e
−11=12 ; b2  b e
−97=60 ; b3  b e
−7=6 : (5.6)
We do not discuss the \tail" terms in this paper. Some details of these tail terms may be
found in [16,18].
The rst check on the above waveform is its circular limit, which matches with the
wave form computed earlier in [16]. The next check of the waveform in the general case is











The expression for dE=dt thus obtained is identical to the far-zone energy flux directly ob-
tained from multipole moments Eq. (3.5). Of course, these checks do not uniquely x the
expressions in Eq. (5.4) and equivalent expressions are possible leading to the same trans-
verse traceless parts as discussed below.
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The above expressions for the waveform, computed using STF multipole moments dier
from the corresponding expressions obtained by Will and Wiseman (Eqs. (6.10), (6.11) of
[18]), using the Epstein-Wagoner multipole moments at 1.5PN and 2PN orders. Though
the two expressions are totally dierent looking at these orders, even in the circular limit,
it is possible to show that they are equivalent. The equivalence is established by showing
that the dierence between the two expressions, at 1.5PN and 2PN orders has a vanishing
transverse-traceless, (TT) part. The easiest way of verifying this is to show that the ‘plus’
and ‘cross’ polarizations of the dierence in the two expressions vanish at 1.5PN and 2PN
orders [64]. In appendix B, we present the dierence { at 1.5PN and 2PN orders {, between
our waveform expression computed directly using the STF multipoles and the Will-Wiseman
one computed using the EW multipoles and verify their equivalence. Finally we note that
the statement in the appendix E of [18] should more precisely read that, STF multipole
moments presented there yield an expression for the waveform equivalent to Eqs. (6.10) and
(6.11) of [18], and not identical to it [64].
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper using the BDI approach, we have computed the 2PN contributions to the
mass quadrupole moment for two compact objects of arbitrary mass ratio moving in general
orbits. Using this moment we have computed the 2PN contributions to the gravitational
waveform and the associated energy and angular momentum fluxes. These expressions have
already proved useful in the computation of the 2PN radiation reaction, i.e the 4.5PN terms
in the equations of motion [55], using the rened balance method proposed by Iyer and Will
[56,57]. Work is in progress [65] to obtain the higher order corrections to the far-zone linear
momentum flux from the gravitational waveform presented here, extending the treatment
of Wiseman [66]. It should be noted that 2PN corrections to the linear momentum flux can
be computed only if one knows hTTjk to 2.5PN accuracy. Using the 2PN accurate generalized
quasi-Keplerian representation for elliptic orbits, we have computed here the instantaneous
2PN contributions to < dE=dt > and < dJ =dt >, the fluxes averaged over one orbital
timescale. This is used to compute the evolution of the orbital elements, in particular _P ,
38
_er and _ar. The method employed to compute < dE=dt > and < dJ =dt > could also be
adapted to the case of hyperbolic orbits to generalize the work of Simone, Poisson and Will
on the head-on collision [60].
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APPENDIX A: STF TENSORS AND FORMULAS FOR THE WAVEFORM
COMPUTATIONS
We present details of the scheme, employed to compute the contributions to hjk from
various multipole moments, as required by Eqs. (5.1), (5.3) and (5.4). Our scheme proceeds
in steps. In the rst step, we write down schematically, the form of the desired time derivative
of the STF multipole moment, using the compact notation fg, introduced by Blanchet and
Damour [12]. Here fg denotes unnormalised minimum number of terms, required to make
the expression symmetric in all the indicated indices. The second step involves peeling, where
by observation and counting, we rewrite the expression obtained in the step 1, as STF on
the free indices { i and j in our case {. In Step 3, we contract, the nal expression of step
2 with appropriate number of N’s as required by Eq. (5.1). The actual evaluation of the
result of step 3 is performed on Maple [53]. In all the formulae, SL, denotes the symmetric
version of the object under consideration; e.g. SL = I
(n)
(L) if the object is I
(n)
L and SL = J
(m)
(L)
if the object is J
(m)
L ; { the object in the formula is obvious from the context.
The unnormalized symmetric blocks .
fijSag = ij Sa + ia Sj + ja Si ; (A1a)
fijSabg = ijSab + iaSjb + ibSaj +
jaSib + jbSai + abSij ; (A1b)
fijabg = ijab + iajb + ibaj ; (A1c)
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fijSabcg = ijSabc + iaSjbc + ibSajc + icSabj
+jaSibc + jbSaic + jcSabi
+abSijc + acSibj + bcSaij ; (A1d)
fijabScg =




























ijSabcd + iaSjbcd + ibSajcd + icSabjd
+idSabcj + jaSibcd + jbSaicd + jcSabid
+jdSabci + abSijcd + acSbdij + adSbcij











































































ijab + iajb + ibja

cd + [ijac + iajc + icja

bd
+[ijcb + icjb + ibjc

ad + [icab + iacb + ibca

jd











































































































iajbScdppqq + iajcSbdppqq +





































































































































































































































The explicit computations of the above equations require the following identities, which are

































































[ _r − (N:n)(N:v)]rNiyj + [(N:n)










[ _r − (N:n)(N:v)]ryij + [(N:n)










[v2 − (N:v)2]yij + [(N:n)(N:v)− _r]ryivj









[ _r − (N:n)(N:v)] r yivj + [(N:n)














where ~Lp = pkl yk vl.
APPENDIX B: THE EQUIVALENCE TO WILL-WISEMAN WAVEFORM
The expression for the gravitational waveform, obtained by Will and Wiseman [18] diers
from our waveform expression at the 1.5PN and the 2PN orders. We give below the dierence
in the waveform expressions at these orders and show that the two polarization states, h+
























2n(ivj) + 3 _r nij

−(N:v)3nij + 3 (N:n) _r
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(51− 185 + 552)v2 − (117− 375 − 152) _r2






































(1− 5 + 52)
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(nij − 2 _r n(ivj))
+

(30− 80 − 50 2)v2 − (72− 150 − 240 2) _r2








(39− 125  − 5 2) (
Gm
r
− v2) + (117− 375 − 15 2) _r2


v2 nij − 2 _r n(ivj) + vij

: (B1b)





pi pj − qi qj





pi qj + pj qi

hTTij , where p and q are the two
polarization vectors, forming along with N an orthogonal triad [16,67,18]. Note that there
is no need to apply the TT projection before contracting on p and q. Consequently, we
write the dierence in the waveform at the 1.5PN and the 2PN orders as
f(hTTij )WW − (h
TT
ij )BDIg = 1 vij + 2 nij + 3 n(ivj) : (B2)






pi pj − qi qj



























pi qj + pj qi

1 vij + 2 nij + 3 n(ivj)





(p:n) (q:v) + (p:v) (q:n)

(B3b)
For the explicit computation of Eqs. (B3), we use the standard convention adopted in
[16,67,18], which gives, p = (0; 1; 0); q = (− cos i; 0; sin i); N = (sin i; 0; cos i);
n = (cos ; sin; 0); and v = ( _r cos− r ! sin ; _r sin + r ! cos ; 0),
where n and v are the unit separation vector, and the velocity vector respectively,  is the
orbital phase angle, such that the orbital angular velocity ! = d=dt and ‘i’ is the inclination
angle of the source.
A straightforward but lengthy computation shows that h+ and h, given by Eqs. (B3)
vanish, both at the 1.5PN and the 2PN orders. This establishes the equivalence of our
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